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Where it all began: St Petersburg Paradox Problem posed by Bernoulli in 1728: Suppose someone oers to toss a fair coin repeatedly until it comes up heads, and to pay you 1 pound if this happens on the rst toss, 2 pounds if it happens on the second toss, 4 pounds it takes three tosses to come up heads, and so on .... How much would you pay to take such a bet? The expected value of this gamble is innite Evidence that the "value" of a gamble is not in general equal to its expected monetary value => theory of utilities First statement of EU Marie-Pierre Dargnies
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A set of axioms on preferences



Bernoulli's theory did not nd much favor with economists until the 1950's Interest in the theory was revived by von Neuman and Morgenstern Axioms from which EU can be derived: Ordering: requires completeness and transitivity Continuity Independence
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A set of axioms on preferences (2)



Ordering:



Completeness: ∀ q and r, either q  r or r  q Transitivity: ∀ q, r and s, if q  r and r  s then q  s



Continuity: ∀ q, r and s, where q  r and r  s , there exists some p such that (q , p ; s , 1 − p ) ∼ r Ordering and Continuity =⇒ preferences over prospects can be represented by a function v (.) which assigns a real-valued index to each prospect: v (q ) > v (r ) ⇐⇒ q  r
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A set of axioms on preferences (3)



Independence axiom places quite strong restrictions on v (.) . It is the axiom that most alternatives to EU will relax. Independence: ∀ q, r and s, if q  r then (q , p ; s , 1 − p )  (r , p ; s , 1 − p ) ∀p If all three P axioms hold, preferences can be represented by: v (q )



=



i pi u (xi )
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Early evidence of limitations of expected utility theory



Two kinds of violations of EU theory:



Those that have possible explanations in terms of "some" conventional theory of preferences Evidence that seem to challenge the assumption that choices derive from well dened preferences
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Ellsberg's paradox



An urn contains 30 red balls, and 60 green and blue balls, in unspecied proportions; subjects are asked to compare:



a bet on a red draw (Gamble A) vs. a bet on a green draw (Gamble B), and a bet on a red or blue draw (Gamble C) vs. a bet on a green or blue draw (Gamble D).



If the subject wins a bet, she receives 10 euros; otherwise, she receives 0.
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Ellsberg's paradox (2)



Most people prefer Gamble A to Gamble B and Gamble D to Gamble C Rationalisation?
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Ellsberg's paradox (2)



Most people prefer Gamble A to Gamble B and Gamble D to Gamble C Rationalisation?



betting on red is "safer" than betting on green, because the urn may actually contain zero green balls; on the other hand, betting on green or blue is "safer" than betting on red or blue, because the urn may contain zero blue balls.
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Ellsberg's paradox (3)



May seem reasonable BUT violates subjective expected utility theory:



Choosing Gamble A over Gamble B indicates that P({g}) < P({r}) (drawing a red ball is thought to be more likely than drawing a green ball); Choosing Gamble D over Gamble C indicates that P({r,b}) < P({b,g}) wich implies P({r}) < P({g}) (drawing a green ball is thought to be more likely than drawing a red ball)
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Capacities and Choquet expected utility: Main ideas



So, the modal preferences in the three-color urn example are inconsistent with a probabilistic representation of beliefs essentially because probabilities are additive. Thus, the Ellsberg paradox can be formally resolved if a weaker, non-additive representation of the individuals' qualitative beliefs is allowed. This approach is pursued by Schmeidler (1989, Econometrica)
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Capacities and Choquet expected utility: Main ideas (2) Uncertainty is modelled by a non-additive probability called capacity. The expected utility is computed by the use of the Choquet integral. Representation R Rof preferences: f  g i u (f (s )) dv > u (g (s )) dv A capacity is a function v : S −→ [0, 1] which satises: Monotonicity: A, B ∈ S and A ⊆ B implies v (A) ≤ v (B ) ("larger" events are more likely) Normalisation: v (∅) = 0 and v (S ) = 1 Marie-Pierre Dargnies
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Capacities and Choquet expected utility: Main ideas (3) Choquet integrals
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Capacities and Choquet expected utility: Main ideas (4)



Special case : A capacity v is a probability distribution, if it satises additivity, i.e. if for all A and B ∈ S such that A ∩ B = ∅: v (A ∪ B )



= v (A) + v (B )
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Multiple priors and Maxmin expected utility



Gilboa and Schmeidler (1989, Journal of Mathematical Economics) propose an alternative rationalisation of the preferences in the Ellsberg's paradox: One conceivable explanation of this phenomenon which we adopt here is as follows: ...the subject has too little information to form a prior. Hence he considers a set of priors as possible. Being ambiguity averse, he takes into account the minimal expected utility (over all priors in the set) while evaluating a bet.
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Multiple priors and Maxmin expected utility (2)



Formally, preferences admit a maxmin expected utility (MEU) representation if, given a utility function u and a set C of probability R distributions on S,Rf  g i minP ∈C u (f ) dP > minP ∈C u (g ) dP The modal rankings in the Ellsberg paradox are consistent with MEU, with u(10) > u(0) and, for example, C



= {P such that
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Ambiguity and asset pricing Epstein and Schneider (2008 Journal of Finance) When ambiguity-averse investors process news of uncertain quality, they act as if they take a worst-case assessment of quality. Ambiguous information has two key eects: First, after ambiguous information has arrived, agents respond asymmetrically: Bad news aect conditional actions, such as as portfolio decisions, more than good news.



This is because agents evaluate any action using the conditional probability that minimizes the utility of that action. If an ambiguous signal conveys good (bad) news, the worst case is that the signal is unreliable (very reliable). Marie-Pierre Dargnies
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Ambiguity and asset pricing (2) The second eect is that agents also dislike assets for which information quality is poor, especially when the underlying fundamentals are volatile. These eects induce ambiguity premia. Moreover, show that shocks to information quality can have persistent negative eects on prices even if fundamentals do not change (example of 9/11 as a shock that not only increased uncertainty, but also changed the nature of signals relevant for forecasting fundamentals)
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Allais' paradox



Set 1: Choose between



(a) certain amount of 1 million (b) lottery that pays as follows: 5 millions with 10% chance; 1 million with 89% chance; and zero with 1% chance



Set 2: Choose between



(a) 1 million with 11% chance or zero with 89% chance (b) 5 millions with 10% chance and zero with 90% chance
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Allais' paradox (2)



In Set 1, if (a) is preferred to (b), then: u (1) > 0.1u (5) + 0.89u (1) + 0.01u (0) this implies: 0.11u (1) + 0.89u (0) > 0.10u (5) + 0.90u (0) => (a) should be preferred to (b) in set 2, as well
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Framing: Asian disease Imagine that the U.S. is preparing for the outbreak of an unusual Asian disease, which is expected to kill 600 people. Two alternative programs to combat the disease have been proposed. Assume the exact scientic estimate of the consequences of the programs are as follows: The rst group of participants was presented with a choice between programs A and B: In a group of 600 people,



Program A: "200 people will be saved" (chosen by 72% of subjects) Program B: "there is a one-third probability that 600 people will be saved, and a two-thirds probability that no people will be saved"



The second group of participants was presented with the choice between the following: In a group of 600 people,



Program C: "400 people will die" Program D: "there is a one-third probability that nobody will die, and a two-third probability that 600 people will die" (chosen by 78% of subjects) Marie-Pierre Dargnies
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Kahneman and Tversky's prospect theory



The prospect theory of Kahneman and Tversky is one of the theories trying to match the experimental evidence No aspiration as a normative theory Tries to capture people's attitude to risky gambles
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Four crucial caracteristics of prospect theory



Utility is dened over gains and losses rather than over nal wealth The value function has a kink at the origin, indicating a greater sensitivity to losses than to gains (loss aversion) The shape of the value function is concave in the domain of gains and convex in the domain of losses Nonlinear probability transformation: small probabilities are over-weighted
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Value of a Gamble



Consider a gamble that pays monetary prizes x and y , with x > 0 > y , respectively with probabilities p and (1 − p ) If the individual has initial wealth w, expected utility theory measures the attractiveness of the gamble as: U = pu (w + x ) + (1 − p )u (w + y ) According to prospect theory, the value of this gamble is: V = π(p )u (x ) + π(1 − p )u (y )
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Probability transformation π(p ) is nonlinear and is such that small probabilities are β overweighted. For example: π(p ) = pβ +(p1−p)β
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Probability transformation (2)



A smaller value of β gives a larger distortion A value of β = 1 gives linearity As long as β < 1, π(p ) > p for small p and π(p ) < p for large p
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Value function Value function u (x ) is: increasing in x concave for gains (i.e for x >0) convex for losses (i.e for x 1 example: u (x ) = |x |β if x ≥ 0 u (x ) = −λ|x |β if x ≤ 0
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Value function (2)
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Prospect theory and EUT



Two fundamental reasons why prospect theory (which calculates value) is inconsistent with expected utility theory:



utility is necessarily linear in the probabilities, value is not utility is dependent on nal wealth, value is dened in terms of gains and losses (deviations from current wealth)
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Reference point



We have considered current wealth, or zero wealth, to be our reference point Also, implicit benchmarks such as:



last year's/last quarter's earnings, or the avoidance of declines in earnings expectations
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Prospect theory and rst order stochastic dominance



Let there be three states, with payos (100, 100, 90.25) The true probabilities are (0.05, 0.05, 0.90) Let the perceived probabilities be (0.1,0.1,0.85) If u (x ) = x 0.5 , a prospect-theory investor would prefer the lottery√to a certain √ payo of 100 : √ 0√.1 ∗ 100 + 0.1 ∗ 100 + 0.85 ∗ 90.25 = 10.075 100 = 10 This contraddicts First Order Stochastic Dominance
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Cumulative prospect theory To cure the problem of FSD, the cumulative prospect theory of Tversky and Kahneman (1992) suggests dening the weighting function, say T(x), on the cumulative probability density of gains and losses rather than on the probability density The prospect R utility function is obtained in general as PTv (x ) = v (x ) dT (x ) Since T (x ) is an increasing monotone transformation the FSD property is preserved. In other words, if lottery A rst order stochastically dominates lottery B then T (A) rst order stochastically dominates T (B ) In CPT people overweight extreme, but unlikely events, but underweight "average" events. This is in contrast to Prospect Theory which assumes that people overweight unlikely events, independently of their relative outcomes. Marie-Pierre Dargnies
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Applications to investors' behavior: Insucient diversication Prospect theory: thinking in terms of gains and losses may lead to narrow framing Tendency of agents facing new gambles to evaluate them separately, in isolation from other risks they already have Agents derive utility directly from the outcome of the gamble instead of evaluating its contribution to total wealth and miss the chance of diversication Put dierently, agents maximize utility locally in an optimal manner, but by doing so they may come to a bad global outcome For example, a lottery A paying 60 by head and -59 by tail and a lottery B paying -59 by head and 60 by tail would be rejected if evaluated separately Though, playing both lotteries simultaneously is an arbitrage opportunity delivering a sure prot of 1 Marie-Pierre Dargnies
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Applications to investors' behavior: Selling decisions (disposition eect) Shefrin and Statman, JoF, 1985 The disposition to sell winners too early and ride losers too long: Theory and evidence



Investors are reluctant to sell below purchase price, and are more likely to sell stocks that have gone up in value There is evidence that the average performance of stocks that investors have sold is higher than the average performance of stocks that investors have kept One way to rationalize this kind of behavior: prospect theory
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Applications to investors' behavior: Selling decisions (disposition eect) (2) Odean, JoF 1998: Are investors reluctant to realize their losses Suppose that an investor buys a stock If the stock appreciates and the investor uses the purchase price as a reference point, the stock price will then be in a more concave, more risk-averse, part of the investor's value function => the investor is more likely to sell If the stock declines, its price is in the convex, risk-seeking part of the value function
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Applications to investors' behavior: Selling decisions (disposition eect) (3) Suppose that a stock was originally bought at 50 and now sells at 55 Should the investor sell? Suppose that gains and losses of prospect theory refer to the sale price minus the purchase price The investor gets u (5) by selling If the investor waits another period, the stock could go up to 60 or down to 50 with equal probability If he waits, he will therefore get 21 u (0) + 12 u (10) Since u (.) is concave, the investor sells now (is more likely to do so than if comparing u (W + 5) to 1 1 2 u (W + 0) + 2 u (W + 10) Marie-Pierre Dargnies
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Applications to investors' behavior: The equity premium puzzle Stocks tend to have more variable annual price changes than bonds do As a result, average return to stocks (about 8%) higher as a way of compensating investors for the additional risk they bear Accepted until Mehra and Prescott (1985) asked how risk-averse investors have to be to explain this premium Surprising answer: they would have to be absurdly risk-averse to demand such a high premium:



indierent between a coin ip paying either 50000$ or 100000$ and a sure amount of 51 209$
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The equity premium puzzle (2) Plausible answer based on Prospect Theory (Benartzi and Thaler 1997) Investors are not averse to the variability of returns, they are averse to loss Annual stock returns are negative much more often than annual bond returns, investors demand a high premium to compensate them from the much higher chance of losing money in a year Higher average return to stocks implies that the cumulative return to stocks is increasingly likely to be positive as the horizon lenghtens:



Benartzi and Thaler must also assume that investors take a short horizon over which stocks are more likely to lose money than bonds Over a 1 year horizon, an 8% premium is necessary to equalize the stock and bond returns Marie-Pierre Dargnies
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